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ABSTRACT

This study discusses the design development that produces the PISA-Like Mathematics in uncertainty and data content. This research uses a design research method with the type of development studies. This study consists of two stages are preliminary and formative evaluation stages. The evaluation flow used is formative study, including self-evaluation, expert review, one to one, small group, and field test. However, this study only would be discussed about the expert review phases. The research subjects is students of grade VIII SMP Negeri 3 Depok, Sleman, Yogyakarta Indonesia. Data collected using validation sheet and document. The data analysis technique used is the validity analysis by the validator, the validity analysis of the items. Based on the results of validation by the validator, a test package was obtained with a validity coefficient of 0.45, the interpretation of its validity was moderate. Based on the analysis, it concluded that research has resulted in a valid product in the form of the PISA-Like mathematics test in uncertainty and data content.
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1. Introduction

The Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) is an international evaluation program to measure the literacy skills of students who are up to 15 years old [1]. Furthermore, the problems in PISA including mathematics, science, and reading [2]. On the other hand, PISA is carried out by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) every three years since 2000 [3]. In Indonesia, the Mathematics Literacy Contest (KLM) has been held since 2010 with the editor Prof. Zulkardi from UNSRI Palembang. KLM which was once called the Mathematical Literacy Competition (LMM) also measures students' abilities concerning literacy [3]. Therefore literacy ability is an essential thing for students to master in solving everyday problems.

Mathematical literacy skills as a person's ability to formulate, apply, and interpret various problems faced daily [3]. Furthermore, Rusdi [5] reveals that the three words are then referred to as mathematical processes. The mathematical process here is a process that is carried out by someone to connect specific problems with mathematics, which are then used to solve the problem. The
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process includesformulating a problem mathematically, applying concepts, facts, and procedures, as well as mathematical reasoning, then interpreting and evaluating mathematical results [6]. In line with this, the literacy abilities of Indonesian students are still low [7]. Students who have good mathematical literacy skills if they can apply mathematical processes to various problems in daily life. The component of the process of mathematical literacy in the PISA framework is shown in Figure 1.

Travel is related to the trip that is relatively far away and involves a fleet such as cars or other vehicles. Furthermore, daily problems often involve travel using travel. The context of travel is one of the contexts used in designing mathematical questions of the type of PISA. This context is related to the PISA context, namely the occupational context. This is in line with Stacey [2] which states that the context in PISA consists of four, including relating to personal (personal), occupational (occupational), general (societal), and scientific con-texts. The context in mathematical learning makes students easier to understand a mathematical concept [8]. Therefore, making students more interested in solving PISA questions.

Travel is one area in solving problems using data or in PISA called Uncertainty and data. This content is significant for students to master because it is called the heart of mathematical analysis of various everyday problems [9]. However, in reality, the literacy abilities of Indonesian students are still low, especially in uncertain-ty and data content. This is shown in the PISA results in 2015 which placed Indonesia as ranked 63 out of 70 participating countries [10]. Whereas in literacy skills, Indonesia was ranked in the bottom three in 2000 and 2003 [11].

On the other hand, the PISA results in Indonesia's uncertainty and data contract obtained a score of 385 in PISA in 2003 and 384 in PISA in 2012 with a ranking of 63 out of 65 countries [3,12]. From these results, Indonesian students are not yet accustomed to solving the PISA type math problem. Therefore, KLM is one of the programs implemented in Indonesia as an effort to improve mathematical literacy skills, which in turn can increase the score and ranking of Indonesia in PISA. Related to this, researchers are interested in designing mathematical types of PISA on uncertainty and data content using the travel context. The PISA type math problem designed here is related to students' mathematical literacy skills, namely formulating, applying, and interpreting. The design of the type of PISA mathematical problem carried out by the author is still at the stage of designing questions and performing self-evaluations.
2. Methodology

This study uses the method of design research with development studies type [13]. This study was conducted in three stages, that is a preliminary or preparatory stage, the prototyping stage, and an assessment stage [14]. In the prototyping stage, the evaluation uses formative evaluation with the phases includes self-evaluation, expert review and one-to-one and small group, as well as field tests. Meanwhile, to analyze the two previous stages, the researchers use the assessment stage [15,16]. In this study, the discussion of research is the result of expert review phase. Expert review is phases at the prototyping stage. The purpose of this study was to design a mathematical type of PISA on uncertainty and data content using the travel context. The PISA type math problem designed here is related to students’ mathematical literacy skills, namely formulating, applying, and interpreting. The subjects of this study were grade VIII students of SMP Negeri 3 Depok, Sleman, Yogyakarta, Indonesia. This study only reaches the formative evaluation stage, is self-evaluation shown in Figure 2.
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2.1. Preliminary

The preliminary stage is carried out by examining some literature related to previous research. Besides, researchers also determine the subject and place of study, and analyze the curriculum and then connect with the PISA framework [17].

2.2. Self-Evaluation

At the self-evaluation stage, the researchers designed PISA-Like mathematics Test. The design process uses three characteristics that the content, constructs and language. The result are analyzed to form the first prototype can be seen in table 1 [18].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Examined Aspect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Design questions that are made following the 2015 PISA framework mathematical literacy domain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Design questions that are made following the basic competencies and the material being tested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Design questions that are made following the indicators of students' mathematical literacy abilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The level of design of the questions made is following the level of student’s ability of class X. The problem used is following the characteristics of the level problems in the PISA framework. Sentence on communicative problem design The sentence in the design of the question uses good and correct language following EYD (Enhanced spelling) The sentence in the design of the question does not give rise to multiple interpretations or misunderstandings.

2.3. Expert Review

At the expert review stage, the expert validated the prototype. Expert validation uses analysis in terms of content, constructs, and language. Expert who are referred in this study are mathematics education experts. The first prototype’s validation process of the expert review stage is done through three ways face-to-face review. Based on result, the product is revised. The validation sheet in this study was used to measure the validity of the PISA test design.

The analysis technique used is descriptive qualitative analysis. Data analysis is done by examining the design of the questions made. The analysis in this study uses the coefficient formula the validity of the instrument with the interpretation category can be seen in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category interpretation of the validity coefficient</th>
<th>$r_{xy}$ Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.80 &lt; $r_{xy} \leq 1.00$</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60 &lt; $r_{xy} \leq 0.80$</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40 &lt; $r_{xy} \leq 0.60$</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20 &lt; $r_{xy} \leq 0.40$</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{xy} \leq 0.20$</td>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results

The design of the mathematical problem type PISA produces three items according to mathematical literacy skills; formulating, employing, and interpreting. The design phase of the mathematical problem in the PISA model includes the preliminary and formative evaluation stages.

3.1 Preliminary

In the preliminary stage, researchers conduct subject analysis, curriculum analysis, and analysis of PISA questions. In the subject analysis, it was found that the VIII grade students of SMP Negeri 3 Depok, Sleman, Yogyakarta, Indonesia were the subjects of the study. Curriculum analysis is done by identifying learning material based on the 2013 curriculum on uncertainty and data content on class IX students with the subject matter of statistics. In the analysis of PISA questions, researchers analyzed PISA questions. This is done to determine the characteristics of the PISA problem, both level, context, and content. The results of the next analysis were used to design the PISA type math problem. In this case, the re-searcher designed the PISA type math problem uncertainty and data content using the travel context.
3.2 Self Evaluation

At this stage, the researcher checks and revaluates the PISA type math problems that have been designed, both concerning content, constructs, and language. Furthermore, if there are errors in designing questions, either from word selection or typing, or other errors, then the researcher corrects at this stage [18].

Researchers and validators validated the three contents. From the results obtained in this phase, prototype one will be tested by expert. The reviewers in this research were Anggit Prabowo, M.Pd. (AP) also, Darto, S.Pd. (D)

3.3 Expert Review

Based on the results of the validation by the validator, the validity coefficient was 0.45 with a medium validity interpretation. Therefore the researcher revised it. The followings were comments from Experts and Students as well as the revision decision on the problem in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Comments from expert review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>Comment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| D | 1. Change words "and" become "or" in the matter of "departure cancellation." | 1. Adding words to the question becomes: "Which of the two travel, Be-jeu Travel or Travel Shuttle and Courier Day-trans amounts to a lower percentage of overall cancelation of passengers?"
| | 2. Changing the word "you" to "with" to the question about "restriction of departure." | 2. Adding words in the question becomes: "Show calculation using data from the table above." |
| AP | 1. After the word "using data from the table above" uses an exclamation point (!), not a period (.) | 3. Change the sentence to "Which of the two travels has the percentage of passengers who make lower payments?"
| | 2. The question sentence on the question about "the generation of force" is very effective. | 4. Change the dot to exclamation point after the sentence "uses data from the table above." |

4. Conclusions

The research had produced valid PISA-like mathematics test in uncertainty and data content. Validity was shown from the validator assessment results at the expert reviews phase regarding of content, construct, and language problem and also based on the results of validation by the validator, it was found that the mortality coefficient was 0.45 with a medium validity interpretation. Furthermore, the results of this question design are ready to enter the stages of one to one, small group and field tests as follow-up research.
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